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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Tim Miller 
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William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 
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John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 
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Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 
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October 7 and 8 
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even some fun free-
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SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 
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Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 
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         ($500 - $999) 
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         ($1,000- $1499) 
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You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10010 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 
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* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 
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Insurance Planning* 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10013 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Non-Profit Org 
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         (65 and up) 
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        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 
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Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 
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         ($500 - $999) 
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         ($1,000- $1499) 
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BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Steve & Sherry Crow 
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Tom & Patricia Drees 
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Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
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ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 
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Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 
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Return Service Requested 
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____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 
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____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 
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You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 
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Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 
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Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
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BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10021 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10024 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10027 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10030 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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Matt Odom 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Non-Profit Org 
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PAID 
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preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10034 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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Secretary          

Matt Odom 
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Cheryl Stramel 
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Donna Maskus 
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Mary Kay Schippers 
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Marco Macias 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10037 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10040 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10043 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10071 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10141 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Non-Profit Org 
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PAID 
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         (ID required) 
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____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 
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____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 
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Understands the value of history. 
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Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Ellis County Historical Society  
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director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 
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____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 
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         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10236 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10770 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  
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Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  
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Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 
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Phone: (785) 628-2624 
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Non-Profit Org 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  
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Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 
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Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 
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Your membership will expire on  
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This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10169 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 
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Melanie Roth 
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Cora Schulte 
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Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 
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Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 
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Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 
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         ($1,000- $1499) 
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STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 
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         ($1,000- $1499) 
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This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 
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BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
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You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10120 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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____ Lifetime $750 
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LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  
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Matt Odom 
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Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 
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Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 
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Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10175 
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preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10221 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10231 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 
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Matt Odom 
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Lyle Johnston 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10264 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10692 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 
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PAID 
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         (ID required) 
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        (Couple) 
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         ($75 - $99) 
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         ($100 - $249) 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 
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         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10771 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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Secretary          

Matt Odom 
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Donna Maskus 
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Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 
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Mary Kay Schippers 
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Marco Macias 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  
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Matt Odom 
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Cheryl Stramel 
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Brad Ricke 
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Lyle Johnston 
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Amanda Rupp 
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Adam Conkey 
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Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 
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Ellis County Historical Society  
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Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 
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____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10829 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10837 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10262 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10857 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10256 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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Ellis County Historical Society  
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director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 
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PAID 
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Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 
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____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 
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Understands the value of history. 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10061 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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SPONSOR 
NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

STEP UP 
BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 

10130 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 

preserves, and exhibits Ellis County History for the surrounding community and its visitors. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  
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Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 
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THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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PAID 
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____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 
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____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 
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Mission Statement  (Adopted 2018): The Ellis County Historical Society Museum collects, 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 

3 

Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 
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NAME/BUSINESS ________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________ 
 

CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________ 
 

PHONE ___________________ EMAIL _______________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to the  

ELLIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 

or use a credit card below: 
 

___ Visa   ____ Mastercard   ____ American Express   ____ Discover 
 

Acc # ______________________  CVV# ______ Exp. Date _______ 
 

Signature ______________________________  Amount $ ________ 

Ellis County Historical Society  

1011 W 27th 

Suite F-1 

Hays, KS 67601 

Phone: (785) 628-2624 

director@echshays.org 

Non-Profit Org 

U.S. Postage 

PAID 

Hays, KS 67601 

Permit No. 27 

Return Service Requested 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

____ Student $10   

         (ID required) 

 

____ Senior $10  

         (65 and up) 

 

____ Single $15 

 

____ Family $25  

 

____ Lifetime $500 

        (Single)   

____ Lifetime $750 

        (Couple) 

          

LEVELS OF  SPONSORSHIP 

____ SCOUT  

         ($75 - $99) 

 

____ PIONEER  

         ($100 - $249) 

 

____ HOMESTEADER     

         ($250 - $499) 

 

____ SETTLER  

         ($500 - $999) 

 

____ BENEFACTOR    

         ($1,000- $1499) 

 

____AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

FOR OFFICE USE: MEMBER #                     CHECK # _____________  AMT _______________  DATE ________________ PP________ 

Your membership will expire on  

 

 

 

Your most recent membership level is  

 

 

 

 

 

This agency is funded in part by the City of Hays and Ellis County Kansas. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
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BECOME A 

You are a person who 

Understands the value of history. 

Check Only One in Either Column—> 

Sponsorship IS A MEMBER at a high level of support. 
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2022 ECHS BOARD  

President                 

Priscilla Hunt 

Vice President  

Alex Herman 

Secretary          

Matt Odom 

Treasurer  

Cheryl Stramel 

County Liaison 

Brad Ricke 

TRUSTEES 

Donna Maskus 

Lyle Johnston 

Debra Ludwig 

Holly Unrein 

Juti Winchester 

Jerry Braun 

Norman Clark 

Braden Splichal 

Greg Atkins 

Mary Kay Schippers 

Cynthia Stone 

Marco Macias 

ECHS STAFF 

Executive Director 

Amanda Rupp 

Curator 

Adam Conkey 

Archival Assistant 

Betty Macdonald 

THE LIGHT OF DAY 

Wisdom takes a long time coming as 

do the internal processes of museum 

machinery. With the opening of the 

Sternberg Firearm Collection on    

Memorial Day weekend and it’s 

subsequent closing on Labor Day 
weekend soon approaching, the time 

is fitting to discuss the effort involved 

in the gun display’s creative process 

from a curator’s perspective. A few 

helpful suggestions and some alter-

native manners of thinking went into 

it’s creation, but it was not a simple 

endeavor or an overnight venture,                                                              

yet one waiting twenty years to come to fruition. 

Many society members might recall the original Sternberg Museum on the  

campus of FHSU before moving to the dome it presently resides in before 

2002. Descriptions I’ve heard and pamphlets I’ve seen since, show a room 

packed to the brim with every empty space accounted for and filled.  

The Sternberg Collection, a possession of many artifacts 

unrelated to preferred natural history, came to ECHS by 

way of permanent loan whereabouts of 2009 and 2010, 

was officially stored away in various locations, rented, 

owned, and/or borrowed by the society.   

I learned from a painting instructor at FHSU a few years ago that good artists 

borrow ideas; perhaps they lie, cheat, and steal ideas as well. Be that as it may, 

the layout of exhibition set before me could not be a flat one, but a three dimen-

sional one. It must be eye catching and full of color from one field to the next. 

Much like Picasso borrowing from African tribal mask influences for his cubist  

expressions, I chose the brush stroke of the remodeled Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West firearms layout from a suggestion by Brad Ricke, who remembered some 

article or video describing it. Fortunately, for that suggestion, I had seen it last 

October and knew immediately what he was suggesting, not that it wasn’t still  

present in memory. Helpful he was and he and I for an hour or two, discussed 

what direction the display sections should stand in the interior space of the   

Stone Church until I expressed some desire to include the model of old Fort Hays.      

He emphatically said: ‘Do it!’ And we did. 

A steady month from many volunteers including Brad Ricke’s photography skills 
and labor, Codi Fenwick’s current affairs class and Braden Splichal and his father, 
among other able bodied board members and two interns Molli Banks and Jeanne 
Peyton on display assembly, and Amanda Rupp on signs and program layout,  

Continued on page 4 

Middle Display 

Adam Conkey 
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UPCOMING 

EVENTS: 
 

SATURDAY, Aug 13 

9am –1pm 
Herzogfest Heritage 

Market — Victoria Ks 

ECHS Vender Booth 

Fundraiser 

All our favorite local cook-

books will be for sale, 

along with NEW Volga 

German proud t-shirts.  

All proceeds will benefit 

ECHS Victoria project! 

SATURDAY, Sept 3 

Noon—5pm 
ECHS Main Campus 

100 W 7th, Hays 

Close of Sternberg 

Firearms Exhibit 

Raffle Winners Drawn 

Food trucks, crafts, live 

music and free admission 

to the Sternberg Firearms 

Exhibit. Family fun to 

close out summer with a 

big bang! 

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, 

October 7 and 8 
Municipal Park, Hays 

Oktoberfest Vendor 

Booth 

Another chance to get VG 

tshirts, cookbooks and 

even some fun free-

bies...greeble anyone? 

SATURDAY, Nov 5  
1st Annual  

ECHS Twist –n– Shout 

Trivia Night Fundraiser 

Team-up and test your 

general knowledge. Have 

a great time for a great 

cause! 

FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

For recent happenings or 

exciting news that did not 

make the newsletter... 

In a word ---- WOW---- I am beyond excited about the momentum we 

have gained over the last year. I am even more excited for the coming 

year. Our efforts have begun to snowball. We are once again being   

noticed for the great things we are capable of. This summer has been 

monumental for ECHS, in growth and awareness and positive public  

response. But let’s be honest I can ramble, so please allow this “short” 

list to announce all of our very great news.  

• The Ellis County Commissioners commended our efforts and allocated 

$100,000 towards our general operating budget for 2023. That is a  

$27,000 increase from 2022! It is shy of the requested amount, but this 

does not deter us. We are grateful for their growing support which we    

intend to keep earning. 

• The new version of Past Perfect Museum software is up and running.         

In fact, our summer intern from the FHSU/Dane G. Hansen program,     

Molli Banks, was able to input over 400 clothing records into the database 

this July. Molli worked mostly with lady’s hats and she said was amazed by 

the number, wide selection, and the differences of the collection. 

• Our ECHS website is back online!!! Intern Jeanne Peyton of NexGen Round-

Up for Youth Internship Program has designed a user-friendly site where 

visitors can see our latest news and link to the museum store. AND while 

she was taking inventory, she added items to the online store. Check it out 

and check back regularly at www.echshays.org  

• The Sternberg Firearms Collection special exhibit has welcomed over 200 

visitors on the weekends so far this summer. Visitors from out of state and 

out of country too. If you haven’t stopped to see it, please come, it is an 

amazing display. And remember all members get in for FREE to all of our 

exhibits – so visit often, we love to talk with you! 

• We will be partnering with Heartland Community Foundation to host our 

Endowment Fund. Look for more information on this in January 2023.     

One more step towards our sustainability. 

• The Heartland Foundation awarded us a grant towards the costs of an     

access ramp at the Stone Church entrance. The ramp should be up by the 

end of the year. 

• An anonymous donation of $25,000 was received. This generous donation 

has allowed efforts to begin in bringing staff back to homebase at our    

main campus. The Beach-Edwards Family Foundation has kindly given us  

an additional $5000 grant for renovation work. These monies along with 

other restricted funds will be utilized to renovate the basement office space, 

to include a new HVAC system in the basement of the red brick building.  

We are moving on from the mold fiasco! The sub-basement rooms will be 

cleared this fall and we are determined to have office and workspace open 

by the end of 2022. 

• Oh, and I forgot to mention (if you have not heard already) the ECHS    

Board of Directors voted to save the red brick building. It will be renovated 

instead of demolishing it and building a new structure in its footprint! It will 

take a mighty effort and more funds, but I am confident we can and WILL 

do this for the society and the communities we serve. Our new donors and 

sponsors who have stepped up to partner with us is proof of just that. 

Last but not least, I want to invite you to join us at our booth at      

Herzogfest in Victoria on August 13th. We will have more exciting news 

to share with you on the main stage.  

This festival celebrates Volga German culture and heritage.  

Good food, good music, good people, good fun! Please come! 
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THANK YOU  —  SPONSORS 

Richard Beal 

John & Sybil Brauer 

Jerry Braun 

Glen & Amy Braun 

Steve & Sherry Crow 

Stan “Bud” Dalton 

Tom & Patricia Drees 

Marilyn Ebersole 

Lawrence & Eva Gould 

Gustin Appraisal, LLC 

Roger & Nancy Harman 

Christopher Janzen 

Layton & Jerry Kaiser 

JoAnn Koerner 

Jim & Cherie Leiker 

Robert & Chris Luehrs 

Jack & Peggy McCullick 

Tim Miller 

Brad & Amanda Ricke 

Melanie Roth 

Andy & Kathy Rupp 

William & Renetta Saba 

Cora Schulte 

Cynthia Goetz Stone 

Patsy Teller 

Glenn & Holly Unrein 

John Vincent & Elizabeth Harris 

Juti Winchester & Bob White 

Neil and Carolyn Younger 

 

Benefactor ($1,000- $1499) Settler ($500 to $999) 

Paul & Patricia Phillips    HAYS CVB Danial & Mary Kay Schippers* 

  Danny & Sandy Jacobs* Leona Madden* 

Pioneer ($100 to $249) 

Scout ($75 to $99) 
Ivan & Verda Werner     Donald Dailey       Stephen & Joanne Tramel* 

Homesteader ($250 to $499) 

New Life Members:   Anthony Kobler 

New Members:  Scott & Amy Wasinger, Alan & Dawn Gabel, Kevin Splichal, Jeannie Bloss,    

    Kerry Tiernan, Patty Nicholas, Michael Burkholder,  

* Big thank you to our recently joined/renewed at higher level sponsors. 

Bank of Hays 

Insurance Planning* 

Brian Gribben* 

Downing Nelson Oil* 

Would you be so kind and review your expiration date on the back of this issue.  We know these are busy days and  

renewing may have slipped through the cracks. ——-Please renew today, we truly appreciate your support. 

JEFF PINKNEY  CPA, Inc. 

HAYS LIONS CLUB 

AMBASSADOR ($1500+) 

WERTH WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC* 

LYLE NOORDHOEK* 

http://www.echshays.org
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STERNBERG FIREARMS COLLECTION 

• FREE Admission to the Exhibit                        

and Outbuildings,  Food Trucks On-Site,            

and Family Friendly Activities  

• Jeff Davidson will Perform Two Shows 

 

Western History as Entertainment & Education 

 
“The man behind the music has more than 30 years of experi-

ence, 25 of those years Jeff Davidson spent as an entertainer    

for the Flint Hills Overland Wagon Train. In the historical setting 

of wagon trains, he developed the idea of using historical western 

(notably Kansas) events to introduce the songs he sang. Soon, 

he was giving unique presentations of Kansas history and songs 

as entertainment for a variety of meetings and events. 

 

Computer technology allowed the addition of pictures that match 

with song lyrics to add visual appeal to the presentations. He uses 

classic Western songs, folk tunes, and original compositions to 

highlight the significant historical events that led Kansas into 

statehood. 

 

Jeff also works as a watershed specialist for Kansas State 

University. Education has been a big part of his life,                

and there is an educational component to his presentations       

of Kansas history.” 

 
 

Bringing the History of the Santa Fe Trail to Life  

through Song, Stories and Pictures 
 

“You travel with Jeff and his multimedia presentation through Western history,  

from the time of Coronado to the end of the 1800s.  

You traipse the Plains with early explorers,  

drive spikes on the first railways, plow in new ground, ride for the Pony Express,  

and stop a stampeding herd. Sit back and take a deep seat —  

the "winning of the West" was not for the faint of heart.” 

Shelton & Cheryl Renz, Owners 

OUT WITH A 

EXHIBIT CLOSING RECEPTION 

SUMMER GUN RAFFLE DRAWING & 

BANG! 

FAMILY FOCUSED AFTERNOON,  

Saturday, September 3rd, Noon - 5pm 

Jeff’s Performance is Sponsored by 
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Uberti 1873 Cattleman 

2022 Raffle Tickets ENCLOSED 

Henry Big Boy Steel Rifle 

in 44spl/44mag, Model H012GR 

As part of our fundraising efforts with the Sternberg Firearms Exhibit,  

we have enclosed 3 gun raffle tickets. Tickets are $8 each OR 3 for $20. 

Please consider purchasing chances for yourself or offer to someone who 

would like to support ECHS as well. Mail the money and ticket stubs back 

to our office, 1011 W 27th Suite F1, Hays, KS 67601. 

TICKET STUBS & MONEY MUST REACH US BY THURSDAY SEPT. 1ST to 

be included in the hopper. Two winners will be drawn on September 3rd 

at our Big Bang Close of the Exhibit Reception.  

As always, your support is key to our continued success! 

in 44/40, Model 356610  

must be 21 to attend 
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with my direction, the disparate parts began to take the 

shape they now embody of what was once a loose and 

disorganized collection of relics. 

The display hugs the walls with cabinets including two  

interior displays, one very prominent. All things related   

to the Civil War/Postwar Tribal Conflicts are situated in a 

hanging display borrowed from the skeletal remains of  

the old gallery in the Brick Church and conveniently take 

up the whole interior of floor space, being near 9x9 ft. sq. 

Concerning levels of Infantry, Cavalry, and Buffalo Hunter 

selections of firearms and sabers, all sides are visible   

behind the hanging artifacts to the central piece inside, 

historic Fort Hays itself and above the fort is visible a   

lithograph painting entitled Grant and His Generals        

by Ole Peter Hansen Balling.  

..continued from page 1 

Balling’s painting includes Generals U S Grant, G A Custer, W T 

Sherman and P H Sheridan among others. Three of these were 

commanders over the fort itself or the department in which the 

fort lay. Another, the namesake of the artwork was President of 

the United States for the much of the fort’s history. Everything 

was chosen to represent a time or place carefully to best display 

the collection in an interesting and storytelling type format, whose 

story I tried to elicit to my best ability. Only the best compliments 

could have come from Brad Ricke, one who worked weekends   

to clean, observe,  and photograph the collection for the spring 

months leading, and who saw firstly a jumble of cabinetry and 

wood one day and a later saw an entire set display as prior     

described. His expressed elation especially, as he worked closely 

more than any other, and of course the gratitude of an entire  

society behind the entire project made the endeavor whole.  

As for the display itself, a criticism I have is a lack of World War 

II  artifacts concerning the history of firearms, and that’s of no 

fault of anyone. We have a more than fair representation of the 

Civil War to 1900 or so and some to 1917, but we lack greatly in 

artifacts for the latter part of the 20th Century. If anyone collectively 

would like to donate in some form to alleviate a current need, 

the curator would be more than grateful for any additions, great 

and small to make the firearms collection a little more continuous 

and add other favorite points of interest.  

When asked what my favorite part of the collection is, I always say Cabinet C. Therein contains the prairie 

rifles and long rifles and my personal interest of early plains culture and history in firearm form, if there 

was any. Secondly, the etched cavalry sabers with ‘E Pluribus Unum’ unmistakably present act as a reminder of 

a more troubling time for this country, not necessarily discounting the present turbulation. E Pluribus Unum 

is a motto more of us should hold far dearer than we do.  

And so, the display ends on Labor Day weekend, and the wisdom and knowledge necessarily gained to 
build the correct display for the Sternberg Firearms Collection overlapped the same years to see the light  
of day, near twenty. The collection will still be viewable for private tours for some time after, so if you 
haven’t seen it yet, set up your appointments if not only to see it, but hear me express it all in words     
directly. It’s been a long time coming and an art worthy in it’s own right. 

Fort Hays Model 

Case G 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL 

In June a very energized team from Werth 

Wealth Management generously volunteered   

a couple hours of sweat and muscle. The crew 

of about a dozen made light work of a project 

that would have taken our small staff over a 

week to complete. We thank them for their        

support in Saving Our Past’s Future! 

Ambassador Level Sponsors ($1500+) 

During a time of reorganization, ECHS is looking for alternative 

ways to allow the public to continue to view some of our amazing 

collections. In partnership with local businesses, ECHS would like 

to display select items as a small satellite exhibit inside local lobby 

or commons area.  

These items can be tailored to highlight the history of a specific  

industry or building, focus on Volga German Heritage or they    

could be of general village/county history. The business can select 

either a rotating display that would change up to four times a year 

or one that would remain up during the entire year term of your 

sponsorship. ECHS curator, Adam Conkey, will work with business 

owners in selecting the most appropriate and effective way to   

display any items.  

If you know of a person or business that would like to be a proud 

Ambassador for Ellis County Historical Society please email    

Amanda Rupp at director@echshays.org to discuss possibilities.  

Our website is LIVE, please check us out at  

As a huge and welcome surprise to 

ECHS, after so generously donating 

their sweat equity, Werth Wealth 

Management, became our first                         

AMBASSADOR  Level Sponsor! 

They truly understand the value of history and community support! 

www.echshays.org 

ANNOUNCING NEW Ambassador Level Sponsorship 


